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Our Company
W.O.M. WORLD OF MEDICINE GmbH (WOM)
is a pioneer and global leader in the field of
Minimally Invasive Medicine. As part of Novanta Group, we have been developing and
producing innovative products that enable
surgeons to perform operations requiring
only small incisions for more than 45 years –
contributing to the well-being and faster
recovery of patients. Our customers are
worldwide leaders as system providers for
medical technology, and together we constantly search for new solutions for the
medicine of tomorrow.
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FOREWORD

DEAR READERS,
For more than 45 years, WOM has been

WOM supports the United Nations “Agen-

successful in the field of Minimally Inva-

da 2030 for Sustainable Development”

sive Medicine and has continued to devel-

and is committed to the principles of re-

op unceasingly by pursuing a strategically

sponsible business practices. Specifically,

farsighted corporate policy. Our products

we want to achieve an improvement in

help physicians around the world to oper-

the CO2 balance of our products by 2024

ate on their patients using minimally inva-

despite the limitations of our heavily reg-

sive techniques. The reliability of our inno-

ulated market. Moreover, we will set up a

vation strength and the quality of our

sustainable procurement management

products has made us the world market

system and resolutely expand the scope

leader in the field of insufflation and pump

of our environmental management during

technology, a position we have held for

this period. In 2018, we once again ob-

decades.

tained certification in accordance with the
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international standard ISO 14001. In this
We take a strategic approach to the topic

age of demographic and digital transfor-

of sustainability as well, which has been

mation, our HR policies emphasize, in par-

one of our values and a part of our mission

ticular, the advancement of women as

for many years. As set forth in the targets

well as advanced training programs for

we defined for ourselves for 2018, we de-

digital transformation.

veloped a sustainability strategy that we
will describe to you in this report. Our ob-

As we move forward on this journey of

jective is to come ever closer to our goal of

increasingly sustainable action, we are de-

being an especially sustainable provider in

pendent on the feedback and support of

our industry, not only an especially suc-

our customers, suppliers, and employees.

cessful one.

We would be delighted if this sustainability report prompts a response from you.
Your comments are more than welcome!

DR. CLEMENS SCHOLZ

Managing Director
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SUSTAINABILITY HISTORY

WOM VISION

JANUARY 2018

APRIL 2018

JULY 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

OCTOBER 2018

Communication of Values

Participation in Activities of

Research Work Recognized

EHS Implemented –

Survey of “Company Health” Conducted

Throughout the Entire Group

the UN Global Compact Germany

The Foundation Promoting Companies

Environment | Health | Safety

Novanta, our parent company, launches

 Worldwide OEM supplier of high-

As the member companies of the Novan-

WOM employees take part in the confer-

Doing Research awards WOM the seal

Our environmental, health, and safety

a Group-wide survey on the development

quality solutions for the field of

ta Group grow more closely together, we

ence “Corporations 2030: Future of Work”

“Innovative Through Research.” The

work is becoming more professional and

of the organization (OHI – Organizational

Minimally Invasive Medicine.

reconcile, adopt, and communicate the

and share their ideas and experiences

award recognizes the special contribu-

has been concentrated in the unit EHS. EHS

Health Index), which sees 75 % of the

values throughout the Group, working to

with people from other companies re-

tions that we as a company make to our

has set itself the goals of preventing and

WOM employees taking part.

create a common culture in keeping with

garding opportunities and risks of digita-

nation and society.

reducing accidents, emergencies, and

the slogan “Innovations that matter.”

lization, robotization, and artificial intel-

health problems at work, as well as envi-

ligence for our everyday work.

ronmental pollution that can be caused by
work practices, and of continuously improving occupational safety.

>> See page 16

First Sustainability Report Released
WOM reports on its sustainability activities in its first sustainability report, which
is oriented to the reporting standards of
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).

Focus on Key Competence
WOM launches the focus on its core busi-

room facility for Minimally Invasive
Medicine (MIM) at the Ludwigsstadt
production site, and becomes the competence center within the Novanta Group.
>> See page 32

JUNE 2018
Successful Completion of
the Audit ISO 14001:2015
The environmental management audit
ISO 14001, conducted by TÜV Rheinland
on the basis of the revised standard of
2015, is successfully concluded with the
cer tification of the Berlin and Ludwigsstadt sites.
>> See page 46

Gender-sensitive Style Guideline
As we are one of the companies signing
the Diversity Charter, we prepared a

>> See page 24

guideline on gender-sensitive writing

ness, the manufacture of medical equipment and consumables from the clean-

OCTOBER 2018
Implemented

APRIL 2018
MARCH 2018

>> See page 16

>> See page 34

AUGUST 2018

style and communicated it throughout
the company.

First Works Council Elected in Berlin
The first works council election at WOM

SEPTEMBER 2018

takes place at the Berlin site in August.

Compliance Training Programs Expanded

The workforce of 183 employees are called

We conducted company-wide training

upon to cast their votes; 78 % take part

programs for all employees on the subjects

and elect seven works council members

of work ethics, harassment at work, and

and seven alternates.

bribery.

>> See page 32

>> See page 16

 Attractive employer in the
medical industry.

WOM MISSION
 Thanks to our profitability and
sustainable investments, we create
healthy workplaces together.
 We meet the global requirements
with proximity to customers and
are committed to Germany as a
company location.
 We are committed to the patient

>> See page 33

and the customer.
 We are committed to the environ-

DECEMBER 2018

ment and future generations.

Continued Support of Refugee Project
of UN Women

 We create innovative solutions

For the third consecutive year, WOM sup-

for customers, from development

ports the ongoing rebuilding work of UN

to production and logistics

Women in Jordan with a donation at

to after-sales service.

Christmas; women and girls who have fled
from Syria find protection and work in
Camp Za’atari.
>> See page 54
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024
OUR EFFORT 2018

WOM as a Company
“Be not simply good –
be good for something.”
HENRY DAVID THOREAU
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ABOUT US

Berlin

Orlando

Ludwigsstadt and
Reichenbach
Hongkong

WOM AS A COMPANY

530

“I clearly remember....” It was a very special moment when in 1972 engineer Peter
P. Wiest developed the world’s first hys-

EMPLOYEES

teroscopic insufflator, which made it possible with the aid of carbon dioxide (CO2)

These guidelines are a binding guideline

Gifts or donations of any kind by employ-

for ethically and legally sound conduct in

ees of WOM to public officials, which in-

everyday work for all employees. The

clude, for example, all doctors employed

Code of Conduct also governs our collab-

in the public sector, are only permitted if

oration with our healthcare customers.

written authorization of the employer is

to create a stable cavity in the uterus for

available. Only in exceptional cases can a

Compliance

the insertion of an endoscope and surgical

In 1991, the company was converted into

As of the end of 2018, WOM Group em-

instruments. Two years later, he and his

W.O.M. WORLD OF MEDICINE GmbH

ployed 530 men and women (including

colleague Hubert Fuchs founded a small

(WOM), which made a name for itself

vocational apprentices). We continued on

Our key values and principles were initial-

company in Berlin-Kreuzberg for further

worldwide in the development of Mini-

a solid growth path in fiscal year 2018;

ly defined by the “WOM Code of Con-

employees may not accept gifts or other

development and sales, and it would be-

mally Invasive Medicine (MIM) devices

growth in revenues was in the upper sin-

duct,” the first version of which came into

compensation exceeding reasonable lim-

And for payments of studies or observa-

come the cradle of our company.

for globally active OEM (original equip-

gle-digit percentage range in comparison

force in March 2013. As a result of the

its in connection with their business ac-

tional studies, WOM has the following

ment manufacturer) customers. We de-

with the previous year.

takeover by Novanta Inc., the Code of Eth-

tivities; the acceptance of occasional gifts

rules: In such cases, we provide these di-

ics has been in force since October 2017;

is only permitted up to a value of 25 EUR.

rectly to the medical institution or to a

Today, WOM Group is one of the world’s

velop and manufacture medical camera

leading manufacturers of medical tech-

technology, insufflators, pumps, and ac-

nology for Minimally Invasive Medicine.

cessories for these devices, all of which

We are the leaders on the world market in

enable physicians to perform surgery

the sectors of insufflation and pumps for

with only small incisions.

hysteroscopy. We sell our products in 30

WOM does not tolerate any form of cor-

socially adequate gift or donation be re-

ruption, bribery, corruptibility, or any oth-

leased after prior consultation with our

er unlawful granting of advantages. Our

legal department.

our rules for dealing with gifts and gratu-

Gifts with a higher value, which cannot be

third-party funding account of the insti-

Organization

ities continue to apply:

rejected in view of the business relation-

tution – not to the doctors entrusted with

ship, must be transferred to the company.

the implementation.

The managing directors of WOM during

 No acceptance of gifts, gratuities,

We auction them off in an internal raffle

the reporting period were Dr. Clemens

donations, etc., with a value

and donate the proceeds to charitable

countries in Europe, America, and Asia.

From 2012 to 2017, WOM was a wholly

Scholz and Robert Buckley. The head of

exceeding 25 EUR.

causes.

Memberships

Our customers are large, internationally

owned subsidiary of the holding compa-

our department “Global Human Resourc-

leading system providers for medical tech-

ny ATON GmbH (Munich). In June 2017,

es & Innovation Management” was si-

When awarding gifts and other donations

WOM is a compulsory member of the Ber-

nology and specialist distributors, and our

Novanta, Inc. (Boston, USA) acquired all

multaneously the sustainability officer of

(e.g., events without direct business rela-

lin Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

WOM ACADEMY offers intensive applica-

the shares. Novanta is a leading global

WOM Group; he reports directly to exec-

tionship) to business partners (suppliers,

We also belong to the German Healthcare

tion training programs to their employees.

provider of highly developed technologi-

utive management. A cross-location func-

 Providing meals to public officials is

service providers, or customers), WOM

Export Group (GHEG) and are participants
in the United Nations Global Compact.

 Maximum limit for gifts to
third parties: 25 EUR
 No gifts, gratuities, donations,
etc., to public officials.

cal solutions for OEM customers and has

tion is carried out by the Head of Human

generally not permitted unless there is

acts extremely restrictively. Their finan-

WOM headquarters are in Berlin. W.O.M.

a structure of two divisions, one for in-

Resources at the Ludwigsstadt produc-

a written approval of the employer be-

cial framework must be such that their

WORLD OF MEDICINE Produktions-GmbH

dustrial technology and one for medical

tion site (where about half of our employ-

forehand. In individual cases and after

acceptance by the recipient does not have

(Reichenbach) and the sales and service

technology. WOM, together with the af-

ees work). Together with the head of our

prior consultation with the legal de-

to be concealed and does not put him or

companies W.O.M. WORLD OF MEDICINE

filiate NDS Surgical Imaging, LLC, makes

corporate communications, they form the

partment, WOM may approve a social-

her in a binding dependency; here too, a

USA, Inc. (Orlando, USA) and W.O.M.

up this important pillar with its promis-

team “WOM Corporate Sustainability,”

ly adequate meal.

maximum limit of 25 EUR applies. The

WORLD OF MEDICINE ASIA, Ltd. (Hong

ing future. NDS is a specialist in the de-

which coordinates the work in the Group.

 In the context of medical training and

award of higher-value gifts is only al-

Kong) are wholly owned subsidiaries.

velopment and manufacture of medical

During the first quarter of 2019, the sus-

events, meals and entertainment must

lowed in special cases and must be ap-

visualization, video processing, and wire-

tainability officer of the WOM Group was

be subordinate in relation to the dura-

proved by our legal department.

less imaging solution.

appointed to the position of sustainabili-

tion of the event and may not repre-

ty officer for the entire Novanta Group.

sent the main attraction of the event.

Our production facilities are located in
Ludwigsstadt and Reichenbach (Upper
Franconia).

Novanta’s Corporate Guidelines and Code of
Ethics are available in the “Downloads” section
of our website www.wom.group
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ABOUT US

WOM AS A COMPANY

OUR COMMITMENT
TO THE UN GLOBAL
COMPACT

PRINCIPLES OF THE UN GLOBAL COMPACT
Human rights –
Companies are to ...

Environment –
Companies are to ...

01 support and respect the protection of

07 follow the precautionary principle

A commitment to sustainable corporate governance by WOM is reflected
by our participation in the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) since
December 2016. By joining, we have

international human rights.
02 make sure that they are not complicit
in human rights abuses.

Compact (see below). The UNGC is the

Labor standards –
Companies are to ...

dedicated to the vision of sustainable

03 preserve the freedom of association

development. The Global Compact

and effective recognition of the right

was launched in 2000 by then-Secre-

to collective bargaining.

Kofi Annan.

of forced labor.
05 support the abolition of child labor.
06 support the elimination of discrimi-

annual progress notice informing on

nation in hiring and employment.

of the state of implementation of the
principles. Our sustainability report is
also our report for the UNGC.
WOM supported the work of the
UNGC between 2016 and 2018 with
donations to the German Global Compact Network Foundation; the purpose of the foundation is to finance
the German Global Compact Network
(DGCN), which unites the German participants and supports them with webinars, network meetings, and handsthese services for the further development of its sustainability management.

09 accelerate the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly

Corruption prevention –
Companies are to ...

04 support the elimination of all forms

Participants are required to publish an

on guidelines. WOM intends to use

08 implement initiatives to promote

technologies.

world’s largest network of companies

tary General of the United Nations,

problems.
greater environmental awareness.

committed ourselves to the ten fundamental principles of the Global

when dealing with environmental

Additional information about the UN Global
Compact is available at www.unglobalcompact.
org and www.globalcompact.de

10 advocate against all types of corruption, including blackmail and bribery.

Economic Indicators of W.O.M. WORLD OF MEDICINE GmbH
2016

2017

71,135

78,663

7,528

10.6 %

Insufflators & Pumps

24,824

28,165

3,341

13.5 %

Disposables

28,169

31,158

2,989

10.6 %

Cameras & Photonics

5,386

5,182

–204

–3.8 %

Others

12,756

14,158

1,402

11.0 %

Revenue (€ k)

Changes 2016–2017

Sales by division
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024

WOM AS A COMPANY

THE CHALLENGES

OUR GOALS

At the end of the second decade of the

To be a trendsetter in the field of
sustainable development within
our sector of Minimally Invasive
Medicine

new millennium, the company is caught
up in constant and, above all, very rapid
transformation. Globalization, demographics, climate, digitalization, justice –

OUR ACTIONS
Constant compliance
with SDG 3, 8, and 13

Communication

Go for Gold. We want everyone to work
together so that we achieve excellent

Leadership guidelines. All managers must

performance in all of the points required

In 2015, the community of nations adopt-

be committed to sustainability. We will

by the rating agency EcoVadis and obtain

ed Agenda 2030 as a large-scale guiding

update the current management guide-

Gold status in 2020.

the topics and challenges are immense.

Our responsibility for future generations

principle for sustainable development. It

lines and broaden them by the addition of

Corporate acquisitions and mergers are

has been firmly anchored as a value in our

is a contract for the world’s future, and its

aspects of sustainability. The new man-

Group-wide responsibility. The entire No-

taking place across continental boundar-

company for many years. Our aspiration

17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)

agement guidelines are scheduled for is-

vanta Group wants to dedicate even

ies, individuals as employees must demon-

is never to diminish our efforts, but to

provides orientation to both industrial-

sue and training by the end of 2019.

greater efforts to sustainable business

strate previously unimagined flexibility.

continuously search for the best techni-

ized and developing countries and ad-

practices. The move of employees from

cal, economic, social, and ecological solu-

monishes companies to observe sustain-

Sustainability guidelines. We will also

WOM to the Group level in spring 2019 is

In its position as a new subsidiary of the

tions in collaboration with our teams and

ability principles in their business

update our sustainability guidelines and

a first step. The goal is to have corporate

listed American Novanta Group, WOM ex-

our OEM customers.

operations.

supplement them with the newly adopt-

sustainability teams at the parent compa-

ed strategy. All current employees and all

ny as well as the subsidiaries by 2021.

periences the challenges as well as the
opportunities of transformation first-

The following SDGs are especially rele-

new hirings will receive the new sustain-

hand. Subjects such as integration into the

vant for us and we dedicate special effort

ability guidelines by the end of 2019 for

global Group, corporate growth in the

to their achievement.

their acknowledgment and to gain their

“war for talent,” digitalization of process-

active collaboration in following them.

es in the company and for our products,

SDG 3: “Ensure healthy lives and promote

the advancement of women in technical

well-being for all at all ages”

Sustainability Organization

professions, and increased demands for
sustainability from our customers on a

We want potential new employees and

SDG 8: “Promote sustained, inclusive, and

regulated market concern us and are

customers to decide to join us from the

sustainable economic growth, full and

Broader basis. We will further increase

joined by our own aspiration to make an

perspective of sustainability as well as

productive employment, and decent

the size of the Corporate Sustainability

increasingly large contribution to a sus-

from other key factors.

work for all.”

team and strengthen its membership

In 2019, we want to define a sustainability

tainable society.
WOM Tackles These Challenges with Its
Goals.

Budget

with employees from all departments by

budget for the period up to 2024 for the

SDG 13: “Take urgent action to combat

2020. By doing so, we want to lay an even

achievement of our goals, so that we have

climate change and its impacts.”

broader foundation for the acceptance

planning security for long-term actions.

and sensitization for sustainability topics.
All members of the team take part in
training sessions on sustainability topics
every year.
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OUR EFFORT 2018

WOM AS A COMPANY

OUR ACTIVITIES
Organisation
As we had planned, we were able to expand our sustainability organization in
2018. In addition to the three-person core
team, employees from the units Research
and Development, Procurement, Production, EHS, and Marketing and Sales were
recruited.

Strategy
Our activities in 2018 focused on the analysis of our current status and on the drafting of a sustainability strategy for the
time from now to 2024. There were nu-

Personal interaction in business groups

announced to all employees. Improve-

merous working meetings and a sustain-

(HR, Procurement, Research and Develop-

ment measures have been drafted and

ability workshop with the extended sus-

ment, Marketing and Sales) was actively

are to be implemented by the end of 2019.

tainability team and external support for

supported, and collaboration software

this purpose.

rolled out throughout the group is improving the work processes.

Compliance

Business health survey. A group-wide

We ensure the adherence to compliance

survey on organizational development

principles jointly with the parent company

Communication. We supported the

(OHI – Organizational Health Index) was

by conducting annual training sessions for

change process relating to the integra-

conducted in the fall to uncover potential

the entire workforce, including tests. We

tion into the Novanta Group through

for improvement. The questions con-

utilize e-learning programs for all comput-

numerous communications measures.

cerned both the group as a whole and the

er access workplaces and training sessions

The common values were communicated

individual subsidiaries. At WOM, 75 % of

in classroom format for the production

and trained, language courses for all in-

the workforce took part in the survey. The

employees.

terested persons were offered, and train-

results will be analyzed during the first

ing programs on intercultural communi-

half of 2019 and the conclusions will be

Change process

cation were conducted.
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024
OUR EFFORT 2018

The Products of WOM
“There is no future that could make up
for what you miss out on in the present.”
ALBERT SCHWEITZER
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024

THE PRODUCTS OF WOM

THE CHALLENGES

OUR GOALS
Protect public health, reduce the CO2
footprint and realize optimization
potential in product development

The public has increasingly higher expec-

Many industrialized nations will miss

tations of companies regarding corporate

their 2030 climate targets, including Ger-

sustainability along their global produc-

many according to a recent study by the

tion chains, requiring issues of societal

German Institute for Economic Research.

relevance to be duly considered along-

Having mineral resources like gold and

For WOM, product and environmental

side legal obligations and business-eco-

tin that are used in manufacturing elec-

responsibility – including the environ-

nomic exigencies. Manufacturers of

tronic equipment can open the door to

mentally proper disposal of devices and

medical devices are furthermore subject

prosperity for the producing countries,

accessories – starts in the development

to particular ethics requirements.

but can also lead to violent conflicts over

phase. Our quality assurance system en-

their mining and sale as exhaustible re-

sures compliance with applicable laws.

sources.

Additionally, we have set goals for intro-

Other factors to consider are that more
than 40 million people worldwide are liv-

ducing product safety and environmen-

ing in conditions of modern slavery, ac-

National governments and businesses

tal improvements where such are not

cording to the International Labour Orga-

alike are confronted with product devel-

required by regulators.

nization, and more than 150 million

opment and global supply chain chal-

children are forced to work. Corruption

lenges. The UN Agenda 2030 for Sustain-

And we take responsibility for the envi-

remains a major problem, especially in

able Development points the way

ronmentally compatible production and

implementing sustainability criteria in

emerging and developing countries, but

forward.

shipping of our products. Several proj-

our procurement management between

ects have been launched for reducing the

now and the year 2024.

is still not uncommon as a type of
white-collar crime in Germany, the US,

WOM Tackles These Challenges with Its

and other functioning states and ad-

Goals.

CO2 footprint of our products.

vanced economies where the rule of law
is well ensconced.

Promote human rights and
environmental protection
by aligning procurement
management for sustainably

Move forward on sustainability,
promote awareness among
business partners
WOM has an excellent network of scientific and industry contacts and is known

As a medical device manufacturer, WOM

worldwide as the market leader in spe-

is aware of its special obligations in the

cific areas of minimally invasive medi-

areas of human rights and the environ-

cine. We intend to leverage this status to

ment with regard to the quality and reli-

heighten awareness of sustainability

ability of products that help people recov-

considerations among physicians and in

er from surgery more quickly, including

the medical devices industry.

the raw material used for their production. Accordingly, we will be progressively
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024

THE PRODUCTS OF WOM

OUR ACTIONS
Promote innovation and
communication

issues will be included starting in 2020,

chemical process in a sealed vacuum

New contracts are signed with suppliers

when at least one presentation will be

chamber using the oxidizing agent eth-

every year, in which we will be requiring

devoted to ecological and social respon-

ylene oxide (EO/EtO). By the end of 2019,

a binding declaration of compliance with

Design. Design policies for all reusable

sibility considerations connected with

WOM will have developed a new steriliza-

the WOM Supplier Code of Conduct

tubing sets, revised in 2018 and early 2019,

the respective topic.

tion cycle that will reduce EO usage by

starting in 2020. Current suppliers will be

roughly 30 %, which means a reduction of

subject to this obligation starting in 2021.

will also incorporate provisions for resource conservation and reducing CO2

DEHP replacement. PVC (polyvinyl chlo-

0.84 tons versus the current annual usage

footprint starting in 2021. We will also be

ride) plastic is indispensable for our tub-

of 2.8 tons. The cycle is to be cut in half as

Products. In the course of 2020 we will be

enhancing our product life cycle manage-

ing sets that connect insufflators or

well, reducing heating energy consump-

preparing a comprehensive supply chain

ment to take all environmental impacts

pumps to the patient, as this type of plas-

tion by 50 %.

analysis report on the top ten products in

occurring during production, usage, and

tic alone can reliably fulfill the required

disposal into account.

performance characteristics. Until now,

Goods shipment. We will be adopting

which we look at ecological and social

DEHP has been used (di-2-ethylhexyl

packaging policies for our disposables by

responsibility considerations (i.e., human

phthalate) as a softening agent to make

the end of 2019 aimed at making product

rights) pertinent to every link in the up-

this plastic supple. DEHP is liposoluble,

shipment more ecologically sustainable.

stream value creation chain, from mining

and thus can enter the human body.

The goals are to reduce packaging mate-

and raw materials extraction down to

There has been suspicion for several years

rial usage and find more environmentally

now that the substance can be hor-

friendly alternatives while improving the

mone-disrupting (endocrine). Medical

CO2 balance for shipment. Truck capacity

every category of goods we purchase in

Structure supply chains
for sustainability

We will have a rating system for initial

parts manufacturing. In a second phase,

supplier evaluation in place by the end of

the direct suppliers of these top ten prod-

2020. Starting in 2022 we will be collecting

ucts will be required to declare their com-

device manufacturers are thus called

utilization is to be optimized to realize

Evaluation method. WOM works with

sustainability management data on sup-

pliance with our WOM Supplier Code of

Forums. We intend to make greater use of

upon to find alternatives to avoid poten-

savings from an approximate 20 % reduc-

some 750 suppliers of intermediate prod-

pliers, including disclosures of whether

Conduct, by the end of 2020. Two years

our specialist forums in order to better

tial health risks. WOM is committed to

tion in truck mileage for deliveries to our

ucts and components for our production

they have a certified management system

after that (in 2022), WOM will only be se-

meet sustainability challenges in the

using safe softening agents, and current

customers starting in 2020.

(not including service providers). By mid-

in place for workplace health and safety

lecting suppliers for our most important

medical devices industry. WOM remains

sets produced with TOTM (trioctyl trimel-

2020 we will have developed a plan for

and corporate environmental protection,

products that have earned either an A

in close dialogue with reference physi-

litate) have been DEHP-free since 2010

Plans are also in place to achieve cli-

incorporating ecological and social criteria

whether they participate in climate pro-

rating (very high degree of fulfillment/

cians for our products to find out about

already. DEHT (dioctyl terephthalate) is

mate-neutral deliveries from our suppli-

into our supplier management.

tection and other industry initiatives, and

minimal risk) or a B rating (high degree of

their experiences and obtain their opin-

also usable for converting older sets, in

ers to Ludwigsstadt and Reichenbach

whether they are in compliance with stat-

fulfillment/low risk) according to our rat-

ions. The WOMFORUM is an annual pre-

addition to TOTM. In 2019, we will com-

where we have production and ware-

These will reflect the EU regulation on raw

utory minimum wage requirements.

ing scheme.

sentation event we organize to bring

mence preparations for the conversion,

house facilities starting in 2021.

materials’ supply chain due diligence (Reg-

Based on these voluntary disclosures,

product managers and product users

and all tubing sets will be DEHP-free by

ulation 2017/821) and the National Action

WOM will be progressively evaluating the

from the Berlin-Brandenburg area to-

the statutory deadline of July 22, 2021.

Plan on Business and Human Rights (NAP)

sustainability performance of all of the

adopted by the German Federal Govern-

company’s suppliers.

gether for interaction in a framework outside the demanding realities of day-to-

Sterilization. Packaged tubing sets must

ment in 2016, which complies with the

day hospital operation. Each forum has a

be sterilized before shipment. The boxes

United Nations Guiding Principles on Busi-

specific topical focus, and sustainability

and their contents are thus sterilized via

ness and Human Rights adopted in 2011.
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OUR EFFORT 2018

THE PRODUCTS OF WOM

OUR ACTIVITIES
We are experts for medical cameras, pump

Animal testing. We keep animal testing to

systems, insufflators and the respective

a minimum, by conducting product test-

accessories. Insufflators are devices that

ing in an in vitro environment, for exam-

create an operating space in the body by

ple. Accordingly, in 2018 we did not con-

introducing CO2 into a patient’s abdominal

duct any testing on animals.

cavity. They are a core product for keyhole
surgery. WOM is a “hidden champion” as

WOM Supplier Code of Conduct. WOM

an original equipment manufacturer

purchases more than 5,000 items from

(OEM). We manufacture products as de-

roughly 750 suppliers, the majority of

signed by major customers, who then dis-

which are based in Europe at this time al-

tribute them to thousands of hospitals

though the proportion of Asian suppliers

around the world. When a rinse pump is

is rising. In selecting suppliers we consider

used in a uterine operation, for example,

the quality, safety, and cost of their goods,

two out of three times in 2018 the pump

but also their integrity as a business part-

was made by us.

ner. The Code of Conduct for Suppliers,
adopted in April 2017, outlines the core

Major R&D investment. Research and de-

New design policies. In development and

RoHS 3. Our products comply with the re-

principles for ethical conduct on the part

velopment are of crucial importance for

production we are committed to using

quirements as per the EU Directive on the

of suppliers and service providers, in line

WOM as an enterprise. We invest signifi-

ecologically safe materials and optimizing

Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazard-

with the UN Global Compact. The supplier

cantly in this area in order to better meet

energy and resource utilization. This

ous Substances in Electrical and Electronic

code of conduct of parent company No-

the needs of our customers and their pa-

means, in part, having processes in place

Equipment (RoHS 2) and the EU Chemicals

vanta has furthermore also been applica-

tients, as indicated by the fact that 18 % of

for returning devices. The design policies

Regulation (REACH). In 2018, we formed a

ble since 2018.

our employees work in R&D. WOM is one

were expanded in 2018 to include all new

working group to ensure compliance with

of Germany’s most innovative mid-mar-

designs to facilitate recycling, so that go-

the new RoHS 3 requirements. Initial re-

Conflict minerals. As part of its supplier

ket firms, and in 2018 our research activi-

ing forward components will be clearly

sults from the group’s work are expected

management, parent company Novanta

ties received the Innovativ durch For-

marked to allow traceability of the mate-

by the end of 2019.

requires suppliers to disclose the origin of

schung quality seal from Stifterverband, a

rials they contain.

donors’ association for the promotion of
science and the humanities in Germany.

conflict minerals, such as tin, tantalum,
Paper-saving document management.

gold, and tungsten, for the information of

DEHP replacement. All new reusable

As a medical device manufacturer, we are

all group companies. Mining and trading

WOM tubing sets are DEHP-free, and we

subject to compliance with a host of reg-

in these minerals is prohibited if this con-

are working on replacement raw materials

ulations. A working group called Electron-

tributes to the financing of, or otherwise

for older products – see previous chapter

ic File was formed to prepare for the im-

supports, armed groups in Central Africa.

regarding the measures being taken.

plementation of paperless documentation.

Unwillingness to provide such disclosures

Proposals should be ready by 2020.

may cause the contract with the supplier
in question to be terminated.

The text of the Code of Conduct for Suppliers
is available on our website www.wom.group
in the “Downloads” section.
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024
OUR EFFORT 2018

The People at WOM
“Gender equality is critical to the
development and peace of every nation.”
KOFI ANNAN
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024

THE PEOPLE AT WOM

THE CHALLENGES

OUR GOALS

We live in an age of fundamental trans-

Manage the Future –
Shape Digital Transformation

Assure Good Health –
Implement Vision Zero

WOM wants to take advantage of the op-

The same principle that applies to pa-

portunities presented by digitalization to

tients who have surgery using our tech-

formation, a time when companies are
undergoing change at a rapid pace:
The demographic transformation that is

secure the company’s position for the

nology obviously applies to our work-

tering the labor market to decline is forc-

Every single one of these topics rep-

future. We see our target for the next five

force as well: good health and safety are

ing companies to compete for the talent-

resents a major challenge, and the effect

years as being the translation of this stra-

the top priorities. Every employee should

ed people they require. Even today, it is

is reinforced by their combination. Com-

tegic management decision into a digital

leave his or her workplace at the end of

becoming increasingly difficult to fill po-

panies have no choice but to develop ob-

and simultaneously humane corporate

the day as healthy as when he or she

sitions in key technical professions ade-

jectives and strategies so that employees

culture. We want to give all employees

came to work. We do not tolerate acci-

quately. Rural exodus represents a huge

can look ahead to the future with confi-

the skills required to participate in digital

dents at the workplace.

hurdle for companies located in rural ar-

dence in a world that is becoming ever

processes and to enjoy the concomitant

eas, and WOM is experiencing this phe-

more confusing. The goals of the “UN

benefits by 2022.

nomenon firsthand because of its pro-

Agenda 2030 for Sustained Develop-

duction sites in Ludwigsstadt and

ment” are signposts pointing out the di-

Reichenbach in Upper Franconia. The

rection that must be taken.

causing the numbers of new workers en-

revolution in relationships between men
and women requires employers to take

WOM Tackles These Challenges with Its

into consideration the needs of parents

Goals.

in the working world.

Keep Pace with Demographic
Transformation – Promote Diversity
We want to be an attractive company for
all generations, including Generation Z,
and in view of an average employee age

The mega-topic of digitalization demands

of 41, we have evidently been successful.

the highest degree of flexibility and abil-

Nevertheless, we do not intend to rest on

ity to change on the part of companies

our laurels, but want to open up even

and all employees so that they can handle

more opportunities for young employ-

the constantly changing technologies and

ees. Moreover, we will invest especially in

the opportunities and risks accompany-

programs for the advancement of wom-

ing these changes. The aim of digitaliza-

en and promote more women to man-

tion at WOM is to drive our advancement

agement positions by 2024.

and secure both growth and prosperity.
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024

THE PEOPLE AT WOM

OUR ACTIONS
Shape Digital Transformation

mencement of their employment, so

The executive management has, in the

Occupational Safety and
Health Protection

that they can quickly become familiar

meantime, adopted a comprehensive

Digital Transformation. “Digitalization”

with the products structure, and work-

program for the advancement of women

and “Industry 4.0” will cause profound

ing methods of the company. We will

changes in production and the working

supplement these courses with a re-

because they have reached retirement

world in the next few years and well be-

quired module for all employees called

age is not an issue at WOM.

yond; they affect all procedures, process-

“WOM and Digital Transformation” as of

es, and professional profiles. Just as is

2020; it will provide colleagues with an

Nevertheless, it will become even more

true of sustainability, this is a transfor-

initial overview of which tasks may, or

important in the next few years to secure

mation process for business and society

are likely to, change in the coming years

the loyalty of our employees by maintain-

– which is why WOM uses the term “dig-

– we will provide them with the compre-

ing a high level of attractiveness as an

ital transformation” for this.

hensive training they require for the ac-

employer as well as to recruit committed

 Preparatory management training for

Health, Safety) management in 2020 and

quisition of new skills.

young workers – young people whose val-

young talented people with equal

use the guidelines drawn up by ISSA for

ues and demands on employers will differ

numbers of men and women

our annual monitoring.

This process will have a pronounced impact on human resources management
in the coming years. The decisive ques-

substantially from those of the older gen-

Demographics and Diversity

tion for us is how to shape the ongoing

erations. For Generation Z, non-material

aimed at achieving this target. The most

Vision Zero. WOM shares the “Vision

important elements of this program:

Zero” of the International Social Security
Association (ISSA): zero occupational acci-

 Applicant management will enhance

dents are also the target of our company’s

orientation in the direction of women

occupational safety and health protection

managers

policies. We will therefore integrate the “7

 Gender-anonymous profiles will be
used in the recruiting process

Golden Rules – for Healthy Work Without
Accidents” into our EHS (Environment,

 Further expansion of part-time work
for managers

Luxembourg Declaration. Since WOM

aspects in particular, not only a secure job,

 Parental leave management, includ-

shares the principles of the “Luxembourg

transformation humanely – our philoso-

Demographics. Analyses of the demo-

play a major role – the meaningfulness of

ing maintaining the flow of informa-

Declaration on Workplace Health Promo-

phy is that technology and processes

graphic development for Germany as-

their own work and their “work-life bal-

tion and specific advanced training

tion,” it will formally sign this declaration

dominated by technology must always

sume that workers will have to work to

ance” are just as important to them as

during parental leave

in 2019. We want to expand the Workplace

serve people, not the other way around.

a significantly higher age if the social

material and financial aspects.

security system is to be maintained.

Health Promotion (BGF) at our Orlando
WEP. By signing the Women’s Empower-

and Hong Kong sites over the next few

Still, we face more questions in this re-

“Lifelong learning,” the unceasing pro-

That is why we want to conduct a dialog

ment Principles (WEP) from UN Women

years.

spect than can be answered simply or

fessional adaptation to a working world

with employees that will lead to new

in 2019, WOM will underscore its support

even reliably. That is why we want to

that is constantly and rapidly changing,

models for employer attractiveness. It is

for the seven WEP principles and inte-

Health Days. WOM has been holding an

create a concept “Digital Transforma-

will play an increasingly important role

important for us to pick and choose and

grate them into our program for the ad-

action day on the subject of health on the

tion” in 2020 that will encompass all rel-

in the future. Taking into consideration

to realize the points that are a good fit

vancement of women.

job at the Germany sites at least once a

evant players and activity profiles.

the broad range of attitudes in society

with our company, e.g., from Work 4.0.

will be equally inescapable.
Advanced Training. The ongoing training

year for several years – as a rule, the proFair Company. WOM deals respectfully

grams revolve around the subject of pre-

Women Managers. The proportion of

and fairly with its interns and working

vention. As of 2020, there will be a compa-

of our employees is of key importance in

So far, the age pyramid of the workforce

women and men in the overall workforce

students. That is why we joined the “Fair

ny-wide EHS day at all five sites; we intend

this concept. All newly hired employees

at WOM is well balanced. The average

is balanced at WOM. This is not the case

Company” initiative in 2019 and accepted

to issue a common annual slogan for these

at WOM take part in a broad range of

age of our employees is 41 – so the prob-

at the managerial level: only 18 % of these

the six points set forth in its body of

actions in the future and will schedule the

orientation courses at the WOM ACADE-

lem that many of our employees will be

positions were held by women in 2018.

rules.

event on or near the “World Day for Safe-

MY during the first six months after com-

leaving our company in just a few years

We want to increase this share by 2023.

ty and Health at Work” (April 28).
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OUR EFFORT 2018

THE PEOPLE AT WOM

OUR ACTIVITIES
WOM offers a work culture emphasizing

This restructuring affected 25 employees

 Skip Level Meetings: At regular inter-

innovation and featuring flat hierarchies

whose employment we regrettably had to

vals, six to eight employees are invited

and a pronounced team spirit. As of the

terminate. We found ways to shape the

to join a discussion with the CEO, the

end of 2018, the WOM group employed a

changes for the affected colleagues, to

head of HR, and the Group President

workforce of 492 men and women at its

whom we are deeply grateful for their

Minimal Invasive Surgery from Novan-

five sites (excluding managing directors,

many years of service and professional-

ta along with the WOM Managing

apprentices, and students). This repre-

ism, that were as fair and socially compat-

Director.

sented growth in personnel of 2.9 % over

ible as possible.

the previous year (478).

49 %
WOMEN

Remuneration and Working Hours. We

workforce at the German sites, this corre-

consider it to be a self-evident principle

sponds to a training quota of 3.8 % (2017:

that we do not distinguish between men

4.9 %).

and women in setting the levels of wages
and salaries; men and women doing the

WOM participated in the annual “Girls’

same work receive the same remunera-

Day” in Germany in 2018 as well. Our ob-

Diversity. Men and women are repre-

tion (“equal pay”). Moreover, WOM offers

jective in doing so is to encourage girl stu-

 Leaders Meet Management Board:

sented in virtually equal proportions in

attractive company benefits (see the sec-

dents in the fifth grade and higher to con-

tion “Career” on our website).

sider technical professions previously

There are quarterly meetings of the

the workforce as a whole; at the end of

In 2018, we issued an “Employer Promise”

members from upper management

2018, the proportion of women in the

(see box page 35) to communicate to our

with members from middle and lower

WOM group was 49 % (2017: 48 %). We

We offer a broad range of working hours

a decision about their future profession –

current employees and potential new col-

management levels.

have work to do in the coming years with

models such as part-time work. Our “flex-

and to learn about these professions

dominated by men when they later make

leagues a concise picture of WOM as an

 Meet and Greet: All new employees

respect to the proportion of women man-

itime regulation” currently in effect at

during a “tryout day” in our company. We

+2.9 %

employer. This promise has been embed-

meet with the WOM Managing Direc-

agers. As in the years before, there were

the German sites provides for a regular

also have an eye on young academics: in

ded in the corporate policies of the No-

tor during their probationary period so

no complaints relating to the “General

work week of 39 hours (USA and Hong

2018, we employed 22 working students,

vanta group.

that they can all get to know one an-

Equal Treatment Act” (AGG) in 2018. In

Kong: 40 hours). Our employees are able

among them bachelor’s and master’s de-

other.

October 2018, we issued a guideline for a

to work on flexible schedules in the

gree candidates writing their theses. In

There was a change in the metalworking

Communication. An analysis conducted

 Meet and Eat: Six to eight employees

gender-sensitive writing style to help all

mornings and afternoons. They may take

addition, we offer internships or working

sector (CNC production) located at the

in 2018 revealed that many employees

from all departments and hierarchy

employees in the preparation of texts

up to twelve flexi days a year. Insofar as

student positions to students.

Ludwigsstadt site in 2018: it was trans-

would like to have more intensive inter-

levels are chosen at random every

that are gender-neutral. We are adapting

the job and the working environment

ferred to the Novanta subsidiary West-

nal information and communication. In

three months to have lunch together.

our printed materials and the Internet

permit, employees can also work in part

wind Air Bearings (UK), which is the com-

response, the WOM Management Board

texts successively.

on a mobile basis. Anyone who has been

petence center for CNC activities within

has substantially expanded the scope of

The WOM Management Board maintains

the Novanta group. This strategic measure

information it disseminates via the in-

the close sharing of ideas in an atmo-

People from about 30 countries work at

may apply for a sabbatical break of three

made it possible for WOM to take over

tranet. Moreover, we have added to the

sphere of trust with the elected works

our sites in Germany, the USA, and Hong

to twelve months.

and, in the meantime, monitor the pro-

formats for personal interchange be-

council members. The Berlin site elected

Kong – we view this diversity of cultures as

duction of NDS Surgical Imaging (also a

tween managers and the workforce.

a seven-member works council (five

a priceless resource of human wealth. The

Training and Advanced Training. We offer

WOM supports its employees during the

women, two men) for the first time in

“Code of Conduct for Personal Dealings

apprenticeships for young people in

constant expansion of their knowledge

August 2018.

Free of Discrimination” at WOM requires

twelve technical and commercial profes-

and know-how. This begins on the first

member of the Novanta group). This has

working for us for more than five years

turned the two WOM sites in Upper Fran-

 Town Hall Meetings: Every twelve

conia (Ludwigsstadt and Reichenbach)

weeks, the Managing Director and/or

all employees “to desist from any discrim-

sions at our sites in Germany, including

day of work, when all new colleagues re-

into the competence center for the pro-

the Group President Minimally Inva-

ination based on race or ethnic origin, a

electronics technician, mechatronics tech-

ceive a dedicated orientation schedule

duction of medical equipment and con-

sive Surgery at Novanta describe the

person’s sex, religion, or beliefs, disabili-

nician, IT specialist, and industrial mer-

and an experienced mentor is assigned to

sumables for Minimally Invasive Medicine

strategy and the course of business to

ties, age, or sexual identity and to make an

chant. At the end of 2018, 18 young people

them for the first few months who sup-

within the entire Novanta group.

the full staff.

active commitment to preventing any such

were participating in apprenticeship pro-

ports them individually with advice and

discrimination and/or harassment.”

grams at our company; in terms of the

help.
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THE PEOPLE AT WOM

OUR EMPLOYER PROMISE
HR Figures of the WOM Group

Our WOM ACADEMY offers an extensive

There were only 13 occupational and com-

program of training courses relating to all

muting accidents in 2018 in the entire

topics and tasks that are relevant for us.

WOM group (2017: 12); fortunately, none

Besides the many training programs in

of them had serious consequences. A new

classroom format, we have developed and

set of plant regulations for third-party

implemented digital learning formats.

companies working for us at our sites have

We draft new ideas and projects across all

been in effect since September 2018.

divisions in the WOM InnoHub. This is our

These regulations are intended to ensure

In October 2018, Novanta, Inc. conducted

idea foundry in which teams from many

friction-free operations with the greatest

a holding-wide survey on the topic of or-

different areas contribute their knowl-

possible level of safety for all internal and

ganizational health in which 75 % of the

edge and experience to the joint develop-

external employees.

employees at WOM took part (the analysis

ment and implementation of ground-

94.3 %
HEALTH QUOTA

2016

of patients
Approximately 500 employees from

Employees

445

478

33

Apprentices

20

21

1

2

2

0

mutual success. We value the individ-

16

19

3

ual contribution of every single person

Proportion of Women (as of 12/31)

48 %

48 %

0

Apprenticeship Quota
(sites in Germany)

4.5 %

4.6 %

0.10 % points

Fluctuation Rate

3.5 %

10.26 %

6.76 % points

Students/Interns

30 nations work at five locations
worldwide for people’s health and

at WOM.
As part of the international Novanta
Group, WOM offers an inspiring work

breaking solutions along the full length of

WOM supports the efforts of its employ-

the process chain. In 2018, we assigned

ees to stay fit by providing a broad range

Average Age of Employees

41 years

41 years

0

“innovation ambassadors” to assist our

of services. They include (among others)

Health Quota

96.65 %

95.50 %

–1.15 % points

full-time innovation managers with the

offers of regular preventive care examina-

Occupational and Commuting Accidents

8

12

4

objective of enhancing the impact of our

tions, flu vaccinations, and consultations

innovation management; these ambassa-

at the sites, and we conduct workshops

In order to live up to our vision of being

dors come from various departments and

and health days. Our employees can have

an attractive employer in medical

sites and have taken part in special meth-

a massage from experienced physiother-

technology, WOM ensures the devel-

od training programs.

apists once a month, and there are regular

opment opportunities of its employ-

courses on exercises for back care and re-

ees through continuous training,

laxation techniques.

many flexible working time models,

Occupational Safety and Health Protec-

the editorial deadline).

2017 Changes 2016–2017

Workforce (as of 12/31)

Management

of the results had not been completed by

Together at WOM – for the well-being

tion. In 2018, WOM introduced an inte-

environment in which quality awareness meets innovation, and passion
for mutability and team spirit meet
respect and trust.

and a comprehensive range of ser-

grated management for company envi-

WOM teams are active outside the com-

ronment, work, and health protection

pany as well; many of them have been

(EHS – Environment, Health, Safety) at its

highly successful on a number of occa-

Our mission is responsibility and sus-

sites in Germany. One focal point in 2018

sions during company relay races, soccer

tainability awareness: of the work-

was the preparation of risk assessments

tournaments, and bicycle races. Our com-

force and products as well as the en-

at all German sites and

mitment is documented by the high

vironment and society.

for all activities under

health quota of 94.3 % in 2018 (2017:

the direction of the

95.5 %).

safety officer.

vices.

Additional information about WOM as
an employer is available on our website
www.wom.group in the “Careers” section.
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Environmental Protection at WOM
“Anything that is contrary
to nature cannot long endure.”
CHARLES DARWIN
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OUR STRATEGY 2019–2024

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AT WOM

THE CHALLENGES

OUR GOALS

Climate protection is one of the biggest

Expand eco-management –
integrate employees

Cut resource consumption –
promote circular economy

Improve biodiversity –
reduce water usage

With the “Paris Agreement” of Decem-

When it comes to accepting the ecological

Apart from production, office supplies

Climate neutrality and conservation of

ber, 2015, the global community set itself

challenges, seriously pursued eco-man-

and consumables account for the biggest

resources help to preserve our “natural

challenges facing humanity, not only in
the decades to come, but already today.

the goal of holding the increase in the

A significant reduction in resource con-

agement is indispensable. In addition to

share of our resource consumption. With

capital.” At our Ludwigsstadt production

global average temperature to “well be-

sumption is also imperative to avoid fur-

the existing certification in accordance

a procurement directive, in 2019, WOM

location, we additionally intend to up-

low” 2 °C above pre-industrial levels by

ther overstressing of our ecosystems, our

with ISO 14001:2015, in 2019, our three

will set ecological and social (minimum)

grade the outdoor facilities and green ar-

the end of this century – in order to keep

“natural capital” – especially with a fur-

German locations are participating in the

requirements for products in order to

eas in terms of ecology in order to improve

the negative impacts for ecosystems and

ther increasing world population: The

eco-management audit according to the

lighten our “ecological backpack” sub-

the diversity of flora and fauna. We will

thus for humanity within the bounds of

pro-capita consumption of resources of

European Union’s EMAS Regulation. In

stantially.

assess the remaining water conservation

relative manageability. Already now, hu-

the industrialized nations wouldn’t be

addition, we want to expand eco-man-

man activity has caused warming by

transferable to the whole of humanity; it

agement at our locations in the USA and

We aim to have a nearly paperless office

about 1 °C.

would require an additional earth to pro-

Hong Kong.

by 2024. This is intended to contribute to

duce the resources.
It is becoming increasingly clear that cli-

potential in all locations by 2022.

an additional goal: by the end of 2022,
In future, we will integrate our employees

WOM intends to attain a verifiable mini-

mate change will have far-reaching con-

The global environmental outlook

even more intensely in all locations.

mum 10 % reduction in per-capita waste

sequences in the decades to come, as

“Healthy Planet – Healthy People,” pre-

Eco-management depends on well-in-

generated at its Ludwigsstadt, Reichen-

vividly shown by the reports of the Inter-

sented by the United Nations Environ-

formed and motivated employees who

bach, and Orlando locations in compari-

governmental Panel on Climate Change

ment Program (UNEP) in 2019, demon-

are able to contribute their ideas.

son with 2018; non-recyclable waste is

(IPCC) – ecological, economic, social, and

strates the link between an intact

political consequences.

environment and human health and
well-being.

To mitigate the negative consequences,

intended to drop below 10  % within the
same period. In Berlin and Hong Kong, we

Limit climate change –
reduce energy consumption

will use the same efforts to reduce our
waste. Here, however, percentage verifi-

greenhouse gas emissions must drop dra-

It will take the combined efforts of coun-

matically already in the next decade. “Cli-

tries, companies, and private citizens to

WOM is committed to the goals of the De-

of numerous tenants in these buildings,

mate-neutral” economic activity and

meet these ecological challenges. The

cember, 2015 “Paris Agreement” on cli-

and the amount of waste produced can-

consumer behavior should be the aim,

goals of the “UN Agenda 2030 for Sus-

mate protection and is doing its part to

not be determined precisely.

whether through accelerated energy con-

tainable Development” point the way.

breathe life into this agreement. We will

servation or the use of regenerative energy sources.

cation is impossible because we are one

intensify our efforts in the coming years:
WOM Tackles These Challenges with Its

By the end of 2022, we intend to attain the

Goals.

“climate neutrality” of our own locations,
while simultaneously reducing pro-capita
electricity consumption in office workplaces by 10 % compared with 2018.

–10 %
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AT WOM

OUR ACTIONS
Expand eco-management –
integrate employees

Our teams in Orlando and Hong Kong are

locations. Commencing in 2021, there-

difficult at best or even impossible. In or-

called on to hold a comparable day each

fore, WOM will offset the GHG emis-

der nevertheless to contribute to climate

year or participate in local initiatives;

sions of these locations by means of

protection in the other areas as well, we

Management. Eco-management at our

WOM supports this through its Corpo-

reduction certificates. We will also off-

will integrate ecological requirements in

German locations is certified in accor-

rate Volunteering program.

set the greenhouse gas emissions re-

our procurement system.

dance with ISO 14001:2015. In addition, in

sulting from heating consumption

2019, our Berlin, Ludwigsstadt, and Re-

(natural gas) beginning in 2021.

Limit climate change –
reduce energy consumption

ichenbach locations will participate in
the European Union’s “Eco-Management
and Audit Scheme” (EMAS) – the world’s

In the projects supported by CO2 certifi-

 Business travel. WOM has already been

cates, we focus even more sharply on

offsetting necessary business travel by

those that also have a robust social con-

car annually since 2017 (→ see also the

nection to development and contribute

most demanding system for operational

Climate neutrality. WOM aims to make

certificates on our website). WOM will

to preserving human health; this is a con-

eco-management.

its locations (Germany, USA, Hong Kong)

make air travel climate-neutral start-

tribution to Goal 3 of the “UN Agenda

ing in 2021.

2030 for Sustainable Development.”

“climate-neutral” by the end of 2022:
In 2019, our Ludwigsstadt location will

Wherever possible, we further reduce our

 Transport of goods. We will contract

join the “Bavarian Environmental Pact”

energy demand through technical and

with our suppliers for climate-neutral

We will underscore our voluntary com-

and thus make its regional commitment

organizational improvements or use re-

deliveries to Ludwigsstadt and Re-

mitment to climate neutrality by joining

more visible.

generative energy sources; where this is

ichenbach beginning in 2021.

the “Alliance for Development and Cli-

not (yet) possible, we offset the inevita-

mate,” which was created in December

Beginning in 2020, we will also integrate

Motivation. We cannot attain our ecolog-

The executives or team leaders play a spe-

bly resulting greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-

Furthermore, WOM will continue to pro-

2018 by the German Federal Ministry of

our Orlando (USA) and Hong Kong

ical sustainability goals unless all employ-

cial role in employee motivation as multi-

sions by purchasing CO2 reduction certif-

duce its printed matter – for example, its

Economic Cooperation and Develop-

branches in the eco-controlling system

ees at all locations act in concert. There-

pliers. Beginning in 2020, we will also take

icates.

sustainability report – in a climate-neu-

ment, before this year 2019 is out.

– so far we only compile eco-indicators

fore, WOM will inform its teams in detail

environmental commitment into account

for the German locations. In future, this

about the company’s ecological goals and

in annual reviews with executives.

will enable WOM to report indicators for

give them diverse opportunities to con-

all locations with regard to

tribute ideas and suggestions for im-

In 2019, WOM will, for the first time, hold

 Energy consumption (power, heat)

provement. We will use our existing offer-

internal campaign days about environ-

 Energy production. Our Ludwigsstadt

“Greenhouse Gas Protocol,” the interna-

 Water consumption

ings and programs (WOM ACADEMY,

mental, health and safety (EHS days) at its

and Reichenbach locations have been

tional standard for offsetting GHG emis-

 Paper consumption (copier paper)

WOM InnoHub, Intranet, etc.) to do this.

Berlin and Ludwigsstadt locations to raise

operating on green electricity since

sions. Where up- and downstream busi-

employee awareness. In future, we will

2017, and Berlin since 2018. In Orlando

ness activities are concerned (Scope 3),

 Waste generation (at a minimum, sep-

tral manner.
This voluntary obligation refers to the
following emissions sectors:

Our voluntary obligation thus extends to
the so-called “Scopes” 1 and 2 of the

arately for recyclable paper and plas-

WOM has already long employed the “de-

assign our apprentices the task of imple-

and Hong Kong, this has proven impos-

we must limit ourselves to selected cate-

tic as well as non-recyclable waste)

sign thinking” approach in workshops. In

menting a location-related project on

sible thus far for lack of sufficient re-

gories for the time being (e.g., business

2020, our team in Berlin will begin testing

these days, under their own supervision,

generative energy production in those

travel, printed matter), since reliable data

We continue to compile supplementary,

the method “Design Thinking for Sustain-

which takes up the ecological goals of our

location-specific eco-indicators for the

ability” (DTN) and verify its internal trans-

sustainability strategy (for example, ener-

German locations.

ferability.

gy conservation or waste prevention).

collection for additional ones would be
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Energy conservation. In terms of economy

With these actions, we want to attain a

low range of the vehicles and the inade-

In Berlin, most employees already use

tion and nature conservation, we are go-

and ecology, the most useful contribution

reduction in pro-capita power consump-

quate charging station infrastructure – a

buses and trains, as indicated by our in-

ing a step further. From 2020 on, we will

to climate protection is to reduce energy

tion at office workplaces of at least 10 %

reliable journey with an electric car from

ternal survey conducted in 2018. That is

procure only 100 % recycling paper that

demand. WOM has already made great

by the end of 2022 in comparison with

Berlin to Ludwigsstadt and back would be

possible for only a few of the colleagues

has been awarded the “Blue Angel” – the

strides in this connection over the past

2018 (Berlin, Orlando, and Hong Kong lo-

an adventure. Nevertheless, we are opti-

in Ludwigsstadt: in this rural region (Up-

angel places significantly more stringent

few years (in this regard, see our first sus-

cations).

mistic that the situation will improve sub-

per Franconia), the availability of LPT is

requirements on paper production, thus

stantially in the coming years.

limited. At this location, WOM will en-

making it a “premium” ecolabel. There-

courage colleagues to form car pools –

fore, WOM will also participate in the

tainability report). In the coming years, we
want to leverage additional savings po-

This does not include electricity demand

tential to further reduce electricity consumption and thus cut unnecessary costs:

for our manufacturing operation at the

At least for inner-city trips in Berlin, we

this also lowers fuel costs and bolsters

campaign “CEOs show their colors – with

 Electrical appliances. For the new pur-

Ludwigsstadt location: production in-

will buy or lease a small E-car by 2021.

social interaction.

recycling paper for resource protection.”

chasing of other electrical appliances

creases may lead to increased energy de-

 Lighting. By the end of 2022, WOM will

such as refrigerators and coffeemak-

mand, therefore we hold declaration of a

In 2020, WOM will conclude a general

are urged to also procure recycling paper

replace all of the energy-saving and

ers, we will also establish minimum

quantitative goal for dubious; we are also

agreement with a bike-sharing service

from regional suppliers.

halogen lamps still in use in Germany

standards – for example, compliance

choosing to refrain from setting a specif-

provider for our employees in Berlin, so

with (even) more efficient LED lamps

with the EU energy label level “A.”

ic goal (energy demand in manufacturing

(the conversion is already very nearly

Moreover, we will check device set-

per product unit) for the time being be-

Moreover, in 2019, we want to examine

tings for savings potential.

cause insufflator production and tube set

whether we can establish charging sta-

production are not comparable with re-

tions in the parking lots at our Berlin,

gard to electricity demand.

Ludwigsstadt, and Orlando locations.

completed in Ludwigsstadt); for our
locations in the USA and Hong Kong,

 User behavior. When it comes to

we are setting ourselves the target

avoiding unnecessary energy con-

year of 2021.

sumption by lamps and devices, the

Our locations in the USA and Hong Kong

that employees can easily borrow a bicy-

Beginning in 2020, the toilet paper bought

cle before and after work.

for the German locations will also bear
the Blue Angel.

Cut resource consumption –
promote circular economy

Ecologically, what is even more useful
than procuring recycling paper is saving

 IT hardware. For new procurement of

behavior of employees at their work-

Green IT. In 2019, we ordered our IT de-

We may, however, be able to reduce our

computers, printers, and monitors,

places is also a decisive factor. There-

partment to produce a concept by 2020

vehicle fleet and thus also the cost of

Procurement. In 2020, WOM will compile

frequently unnecessary in the age of elec-

our purchasing directive, which is cur-

fore, in the coming years, WOM will

regarding how – above and beyond pro-

maintaining it: In 2020, WOM will test car

a procurement directive for purchasing

tronic communications. On the office

rently being prepared, will establish

use diverse means to inform and mo-

curement – the power demand of our

sharing services on various routes within

office supplies and consumables that sets

side, therefore, WOM is setting an enter-

minimum standards for the (efficient)

tivate its team at all locations when

entire IT landscape can be reduced. This

Germany – if the experiences are positive,

(minimum) ecological and social require-

prise-wide goal to eliminate the use of

electricity consumption of the devices.

it comes to ecologically responsible

is intended as an initial step toward also

we could reduce or at least avoid increas-

ments for products and how they are pro-

copier paper as far as possible by the end

An inventory planned for 2020 should

behavior at work – whether through

integrating sustainability in our informa-

ing our own fleet of vehicles.

duced. Whenever possible, we will pro-

of 2024. Exempted from this is documen-

indicate whether we are currently still

the internal employee magazine,

tion technology.

using more equipment than necessary

posters, competitions, or training ses-

– that may be the case where printers

sions. In our company idea manage-

are concerned. We will unplug unneeded devices and keep them in reserve as replacement units – that also
makes good economic sense.

paper – especially because copier paper is

cure the materials for our locations in

tation that we must still archive in paper

Commuter traffic by our employees be-

Germany and the USA from sustainabili-

form for legal reasons (e.g., for superviso-

Mobility. In Germany, WOM maintains a

tween home and the workplace is one of

ty-oriented mail-order companies.

ry authorities).

ment program, we call on our teams

small fleet of passenger vehicles for busi-

the indirect sources of greenhouse gas

to make additional suggestions for

ness travel (2018: 15 vehicles). We would

emissions. A personal car is indispens-

At our locations in Germany, up to now we

In this way, we want to reduce our con-

improvement.

like to replace these gradually with

able for many because the state of devel-

have used only copier paper that bears

sumption of office paper by at least 25 %

E-models, but have thus far been unable

opment of local public transit (LPT) var-

either the PEFC or FSC seal for sustainable

by 2022.

to set a goal for this because of the still

ies widely at our locations.

forestry. In the interest of climate protec-
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The less paper we need, the lower also our

bach, Orlando, and Hong Kong locations.

Water conservation. By the end of 2020,

need for countless other office supplies

The situation is different at our Lud-

we will examine whether further reduction of water demand is possible in the

premises here include 12,700 square me-

sanitary areas and kitchens at our loca-

ters (nearly 3.14 acres) of outdoor and

tions. In the process, we also want to de-

hand; what is more, we expect the reduc-

–10 %

wigsstadt production site: the business

green areas. We want to improve biodi-

termine whether efficient, water-saving

tion in paper to also result in less time

In Berlin, too, an early morning “coffee to

versity by 2022. Possible actions could

faucets, which limit water flow to a max-

spent on purchasing and distribution of

go” is highly coveted on the way to the

include creating flowering meadows,

imum of six liters per minute, are installed

materials and shredding documents in

work. The paper and plastic cups, howev-

planting new shrubs and hedges, and in-

in all washbasins and sinks.

compliance with data protection laws.

er, are a huge waste of resources and of-

sect-friendly outside lighting. We want to

and consumables – toner, folders, and accessories. The ecological and economic
advantages in this regard go hand in

ten land next to the wastepaper baskets

integrate local staff in these actions (e.g.,

Detergent residue in wastewater is fre-

Even in future, plastics will remain indis-

in green areas. In 2020, we want to per-

through group planting activities). At a

quently harmful to the environment. Un-

pensable for medical technology prod-

suade our headquarters team of the ad-

minimum, we want to fulfill the require-

til now, cleaning products for cleaning our

ucts – our customers and the patients

vantages of reusable cups with a cam-

ments of the Bavarian “Blühender Be-

office workplaces were not chosen ac-

benefit from it. The situation is different

paign – perhaps by handing out cups in

trieb” (“Blossoming Business”) award.

cording to strict ecological sustainability

when it comes to short-lived office sup-

our own design.

plies such as transparent sleeves and sim-

criteria. That will change in 2019, as our
In April, lawns damaged by heat and con-

procurement directive will establish min-

struction work were reseeded.

imum criteria. Whenever possible, from

ilar utensils: for these, there are alterna-

Our procurement directive will also de-

tives made of renewable raw materials. In

fine sustainability criteria for catering at

now on, products should consist solely of

this regard, WOM will strive to give such

corporate events such as staff parties. We

renewable raw materials or bear the

products preferential treatment whenev-

want to emphasize healthy, regional (or-

“Blue Angel” ecolabel.

er possible by the end of 2022 – our aim is

ganic) food. To avoid food waste, from

a (largely) plastic-free office workplace.

now on, plans call for edible leftovers to

Special detergents and disinfectants for

find their way not into the garbage, but

our manufacturing operation are an ex-

Waste prevention. The lower the con-

instead into a “leftovers box,” which em-

ception, since they must comply with

sumption of paper and other office sup-

ployees can take home.

plies, the less waste that has to be disposed of – which also reduces the cost of
commercial waste disposal. By the end of
2022, WOM intends to reduce the waste

much more stringent requirements than
Most of the remaining areas that have not
been sealed over are covered with shrubs,

Improve biodiversity –
reduce water usage

produced per capita at the Ludwigsstadt
and Orlando locations by a minimum of

Biodiversity. At the moment, we do not see

10 % (compared to 2018) – and cut the rate

any appreciable opportunities to contrib-

of non-recyclable waste to less than 10 %.

ute to biodiversity at our Berlin, Reichen-

trees, and occasional rosebushes.

for office cleaning.
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OUR ACTIVITIES
In June, WOM passed certification in ac-

sumed in March. During the period of

We also keep track of greenhouse gas

cordance with ISO 14001:2015 by the test-

reduced production, the affected clean

emissions caused by unavoidable air trav-

ing organization TÜV Rheinland. The en-

room employees were able to remain at

el. During the 2018 business year, this

vironmental management system for the

home without financial consequences.

amounted to a CO2 equivalent of roughly

Ecological Indicators
Eco-electricity requirement in kWh*
Heat requirement (natural gas) in kWh*

2016

2017

Changes 2016–2017

1,652,294

1,732,210

4.84 %

904,498

1,139,074

25.9 %

16,634

18,538

11.4 %

GmbH, i.e., the Ludwigsstadt and Berlin

335 tons, an increase of just under 5 %

locations, has already been certified in

over the previous year.

Fuel requirement
of the fleet in l diesel**

In 2018, WOM expanded its technical ser-

Fuel requirement
of the fleet in l gasoline**

3,343

1,778

–46.8 %

2,947

2,941

–0.2 %

1,450,000

1,428,000

–1.5 %

158,993

199,071

25.2 %

84.7

79.6

–5.1 % points

accordance with the international stan-

Mobility

dard ISO 14001:2004 since 2009. The requirements increased again with the 2015

For business travel within Germany to

vice at the Orlando and Hong Kong loca-

amendment, so the preparations for the

customers or between our locations, we

tions. This eliminated the shipping of

Water consumption in m³*

audit were intensive and extensive. To

mainly use the German railway company

some 2,500 devices from North America

Office paper requirement in sheets**

this end, the eco-management officers

Deutsche Bahn and its BahnCard rail card

and Asia to Europe and our Ludwigsstadt

Waste volume total in kg*

responsible for this area dealt with all 19

– thus on long-distance routes, we are

location.

points from the previous audit.

mobile with green electricity. For trips on
regional transport, we book the environ-

A reduction in travel resulted from our

The documents stored in collaboration

mental surcharge to offset the CO2 emis-

setting up additional videoconference

software at WOM were convincing in

sions caused.

rooms in 2018 and equipping all comput-

their consistent application as well as

er workstations with video software in

their clarity, transparency, and manage-

In 2018, we saved 2.1 tons of CO2 through

the course of a software rollout through-

ability. Moreover, as an innovation, facil-

railway travel in comparison in compari-

out the holding company.

ity management in Ludwigsstadt devel-

son with a passenger car.

oped a way to use the software to

Procurement

monitor machines and equipment and

WOM has a small fleet of company cars

thus avoid the acquisition of separate

(15 passenger cars) at the German loca-

software.

tions. We record the fuel consumption

To reduce paper consumption, all printers

annually and offset it by purchasing CO2

were configured to default to “duplex

To raise awareness among staff, in 2018,

certificates from atmosfair. In 2018, this

printing.” From 2017 to 2018, we were al-

we trained both new and long-time em-

amounted to 128.9 tons of CO2.

ready able to reduce consumption at the

ployees on environmental topics nearly

German locations by 250,000 to 900,000

every month.

pages in this way. We offer additional tips

In January, water damage occurred in the
clean room production facility. Production was able to continue in the unaffected subareas; complete production re-

–131
TONS

about saving paper on our Intranet.

Waste recycling quota in %*
* Data refers to the production site Ludwigsstadt.

** Data refers to the production sites Ludwigsstadt and Berlin.
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WOM’s Commitment
“Those who look upon adversity and
wait until they are asked to help are
every bit as evil as if they had refused
in the first place.”
DANTE ALIGHIERI
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WOM’S COMMITMENT

THE CHALLENGES

OUR GOALS
Expand regional commitment –
strengthen voluntary service

Global trade, which has expanded rapid-

Many health problems are closely inter-

ly in the past few decades, succeeded in

twined with social and ecological prob-

significantly reducing the number of peo-

lems. According to the 2019 United Na-

ple living in extreme poverty around the

tions World Water Development Report,

Since 2017, WOM has had a corporate vol-

world. Nevertheless, an estimated 780

for example, three out of ten people lack

unteering program that enables all em-

million people still live below the poverty

access to sufficient clean drinking water,

ployees to take up to two days of paid

line and more than 800 million are mal-

and six out of ten lack access to safe san-

special vacation for local volunteer work.

nourished, as recorded in the 2018 United

itary facilities – although both of these

Starting in mid-2019, we will call this pro-

Nations report “Sustainable Develop-

are acknowledged human rights.

gram the “WOM Cares Day”.

ment Goals.”
By 2022, WOM wants to attain participaIn the past two decades, the world com-

tion in this program by more than one

munity has made significant inroads in

third of employees each year. For internal

reducing the rates of maternal mortality

motivation of colleagues, WOM will ap-

and infant mortality under the age of

point ambassadors at all locations in

five. Successes are also evident in com-

2020.

bating many infectious diseases – today,

It will take the combined efforts of coun-

however, the risk of global pandemics is

tries, companies, and private citizens to

on the rise due to commercial and tourist

meet these challenges. The goals of the

traffic. New challenges in the field of

“UN Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Devel-

global health are posed by increasing an-

opment” point the way.

tibiotic resistance, lifestyle diseases, and

Step up donations –
establish an aid fund
WOM will step up its donations to health

stress-related disorders, among other

WOM Tackles These Challenges with Its

things.

Goals.

projects in the coming years.
Starting in 2021, an aid fund should enable the teams at our locations to provide support in the form of donations to
urgent health projects run by small local
or regional relief organizations. The local
teams should decide for themselves
which projects are to be supported.
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OUR ACTIONS
Expand regional commitment –
strengthen voluntary service

Appoint ambassadors. For internal motivation, WOM will appoint ambassadors at

Enter into partnerships –
support emergency relief

cancer, and antibiotics resistance or when
it comes to digitalization in healthcare.
WOM will follow the development of the

all locations in 2020: they are intended to
Voluntary service. All WOM employees

be motivators for their local colleagues,

Partnerships. WOM is a business-to-busi-

GHHG carefully and investigate whether

can obtain up to two days of paid special

coordinate possible volunteer efforts,

ness company that does not have direct

WOM’s participation would have an add-

vacation a year if they spend these days

serve as a contact for local initiatives, and

contact with patients – yet their well-be-

ed value for the network.

volunteering for the public good locally.

provide information about the commit-

ing is the mainspring of our day-to-day

We launched this corporate volunteering

ment on the WOM Intranet.

activities.

program in 2017 under the rather technical

Emergency relief. In 2020, WOM wants to

Relief fund. In addition, in 2021, WOM will

enter into a partnership with an acknowl-

establish a small relief fund (working title:

title “Paid Voluntary Time Off” (VTO).

Bundling. Corporate volunteering efforts

edged, globally active relief organization

“WOM Emergency Fund”): for each em-

Starting in mid-2019, we will use a catchier

are possible for our employees all year

in the field of (emergency) medical care.

ployee (converted into full-time equiva-

name that is also easy for the public to un-

round. In the interest of optimum impact

It would be desirable for this organization

lents), we want to provide an annual bud-

derstand:

and in order to build bridges in commit-

to be represented in all three countries in

get to the locations, which they can

ment between the locations, beginning

which we are located (Germany, the USA,

donate to small local or regional relief

WOM Cares Day –

in 2019, WOM will internally promote in-

Hong Kong) so we can optimally integrate

organizations for urgent health projects

The Voluntary Service of WOM

creasingly carrying out such efforts on or

our teams at the locations in this partner-

on behalf of local people. The local teams

in the context of international campaign

Clinic partnerships. In 2020, we will draw

ship. We will inform our staff and the pub-

will vote on which projects are to be sup-

days.

the attention of our reference clinics in

lic about the partnership through our in-

ported. The details will be determined by

Germany to Initiative Klinikpartner-

ternal and external channels (Intranet,

an internal directive.

The following seem sensible

schaften (Clinic Partnerships Initiative).

blog).

 World Health Day, April 7

This program supports the cooperation of

Boost participation. To boost the rate of

 World Environment Day, June 5

medical professionals from Germany

participation, by the end of 2019, we will

 International Patient Safety Day,

with colleagues from low- and middle-in-

We will provide our employees with appropriately printed T-shirts that they can
wear when volunteering.

conduct an Intranet survey of our employees to find out about their experiences up until now when volunteering and

September 17

come countries.

Step up donations –
establish an aid fund

Worldwide Health Hub Germany. At the

Donations. These partnerships are sup-

initiative of the German Federal Ministry

plemented by donations to relief projects

 International Volunteer Day,
Dezember 5

any suggestions for improvement they
may have. Depending on the results, we

Several weeks before a campaign day, we

of Health, the kickoff event for Global

that WOM has already been supporting

will revise the internal directive that reg-

will post a reminder on our Intranet and

Health Hub Germany (GHHG) was held in

for several years (e.g., BigShoes, UN Wom-

ulates participation.

motivate the teams at the locations to

February 2019. The hub, a network of po-

en). Furthermore, we intend to account

volunteer for the public good on this day.

litical, scientific, business, and civic fig-

for all voluntary charitable contributions

By 2022, WOM wants to attain participa-

ures, intends to initiate partnerships and

in a charity balance sheet.

tion by more than one third of employees

projects that serve the goals of the “Agen-

for one day each year within the frame-

da 2030” in the health sector – for exam-

work of our program for the public good.

ple, in the fight against tropical diseases,
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OUR EFFORT 2018

WOM’S COMMITMENT

OUR ACTIVITIES
WOM is committed to the public good at

For years now, we have dispensed with

Commitment in den USA. The employees

all of its locations. When it comes to

the customary small Christmas presents

at the WOM branch in Orlando (Florida,

choosing projects, the focus is especially

to customers. In 2018, WOM instead con-

USA) are also involved in helping local peo-

on continuity, because we want to have

tributed for the fourth time in a row to a

ple in need. For example, in 2018, they

not only a short-term impact, but make a

project run by UN Women – and simulta-

participated in the campaign “Building

visible, long-term contribution and attain

neously called on our partners to follow

Bikes for Kids in Need.” In this project, cor-

optimally positive developments.

our example. In Jordan, UN Women has

porate teams assemble bicycles that are

established three secure locations for fe-

then donated to children in need. The

Voluntary service. To support the individ-

male refugees from Syria and is assisting

WOM team built six bicycles in one day,

ual commitment of our employees, we

them locally in building new lives.

had them undergo a technical check, and
ultimately handed them over to a founda-

launched our own “corporate volunteer-

tion for foster children.

ing” program in April 2017. In 2018, WOM

Commitment in Germany. Since 2014, our

“donated” a total of 23 working days

locations in Germany have maintained

(2017: 22); we have set ourselves the goal

especially close cooperation with the or-

Commitment in Hongkong. Our small

of boosting participation significantly in

ganization BigShoe. At soccer tourna-

team in Hong Kong unites local commit-

the next few years.

ments, the “BigShoe Cups,” this children’s

ment and medical assistance. For the

charity based in Wangen (Allgäu) collects

third year in a row, it provided local sup-

Donations. During the 2018 business year,

donations for sick children, primarily in

port to the organization Succeed & Ad-

WOM spent some 27,350 EUR on dona-

developing countries, in order to finance

vance Hong Kong (SAHK). The initiative

tions to, and sponsorship of, charitable

vital operations for them (which are per-

helps people who have physical or mental

initiatives and projects. WOM refrains

formed by volunteer physicians). In 2018,

development issues due to neurological

from exerting any political influence

WOM supported BigShoes with 15,000

disorders. The support includes both do-

whatsoever in the course of its business

EUR. Employees have also made personal

nations and joint excursions with persons

activity. We do not make donations or

donations to the initiative. Since its

in need.

other contributions to parties, politicians,

founding in 2006, the organization has

or governments.

already helped more than 1,600 children.

© BigShoe e. V., Photographer: Joachim Umbach

We are especially proud of our apprentic-

27,350 €
DONATIONS AND SPONSORING

es’ commitment to charitable causes. In
2018, they were again at work on behalf of
people in need, as for the fourth time now,
the young colleagues at our Ludwigsstadt
location assisted the congregation of the
Lutheran church in loading relief supplies
for transport to the Ukraine.

Further information about our commitment
is available from the WOMBlog at
https://blog.wom.group/blog
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Outlook
WOM’S SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM 2019
Company





Update and communicate sustainability guidelines
Revise management guidelines and conduct related training sessions
Increase the size of the sustainability team
Set the sustainability budget for the period from 2019 to 2024

Products
 Prepare packaging guidelines for Disposables
 Draft plan for implementation of RoHS 3
 Initiate a concept for sustainable supplier management

People
 Sign “Women’s Empowerment Principles” from UN Women
 Join the “Fair Company” initiative
 Sign “Luxembourg Declaration on Workplace Health Promotion”

Environmental protection






Prepare procurement guidelines for office materials and consumables
Join the “Environment Pact Bavaria” with the Ludwigsstadt site
Organize an EHS Day
Join “Alliance for Development and Climate”
Review installation of power charging stations

Commitment
 Encourage voluntary service and conduct an employee survey
 Review possible participation in “Global Health Hub Germany”
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